
A Legacy of Giving 

Andersen-Related Foundations

Throughout 
Andersen’s
100 plus year history, 
philanthropy 
and community 
support have 
been a priority.

This legacy continues today 

through the work of the 

Andersen-related foundations 

that have been established to 

manage the charitable giving 

of Andersen Corporation and 

Andersen family members. 

Each has a unique mission  

and operates independently.



Hugh J. Andersen Foundation
 phone:  651-439-1557
 web:  srinc.biz/foundations/hugh-j-andersen-foundation  

 The mission of the Hugh J. Andersen Foundation
 is to give back to our community through focused 
 efforts that foster inclusivity, promote equality  
 and lead to increased human independence, self 
 sufficiency and dignity. To fulfill this mission, the 
 foundation acts as a grant maker, innovator and 
 convener. The foundation’s primary geographic area
 of focus is the St. Croix Valley: Washington County
 in Minnesota and Pierce, Polk and St. Croix 
 Counties in Wisconsin. Secondarily, there is  
 an interest in St. Paul, Minnesota.

HRK Foundation
 phone:  651-293-9001
 web:  hrkfoundation.org

 HRK Foundation is a family foundation defined 
 and sustained by a sense of spirituality, creativity 
 and stewardship. Through quiet leadership and 
 philanthropy, the HRK Board seeks to promote 
 healthy families and communities, to enhance the 
 quality of and access to education and to improve 
 the fabric of our society.

Andersen Corporate Foundation
 phone:  651-439-1557
 web:  andersencorporation.com

 General operating, capital and program funding  
 is allocated to qualified nonprofit organizations  
 that provide community, social and support 
 services to improve lives and strengthen 
 communities, primarily where Andersen 
 employees live and work.

Katherine B. Andersen Fund 
    of The Saint Paul Foundation
 phone:  651-642-2096

 The Katherine B. Andersen Fund of the Saint Paul 
 Foundation continues to support projects Kitty 
 Andersen funded during her lifetime, including 
 funding for youth and elderly programs. 

Fred C. and Katherine B.   
    Andersen Foundation
 phone:  651-264-7355 
 The Fred C. and Katherine B. Andersen   
 Foundation primarily focuses on higher education  
 organizations that do not receive federal funding.   
 The foundation also has an interest in nonprofits   
 that provide youth, elderly and health services in 
 St. Croix, Pierce and Polk Counties of Wisconsin   
 and Washington County of Minnesota.


